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The Borders of Europe n a Hent PDF Just like national identities, European identity may be viewed as an
imagined community, constituted by different levels of inclusion and exclusion along various border markers
as those between included and excluded, between culturally dominating and dominated or between centre

and periphery, natives and exiled.

This book written by junior and senior researchers within the field of art and architecture, theatrical
performance, literature and history, is an important contribution to the ongoing discussion of the borders of

Europe, especially where large-scale cultural borders towards the East are concerned.

It offers an interdisiplinary perspective on the notion of Europe and its regions, its origins and
transformations, highlighting the aesthetics of hegemony and conceptions of centre and periphery in Europe,
constructions of national, regional and artistic identity and the aesthetics and poetics of borders in literature

and art. Through its perspective on the imaginaries of cultural bordering and historical memory it
complements ongoing work in the social sciences, especially regarding the Eastern borders of Europe.
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